Precision Teaching in Perspective:
An lnterview with Ogden R. Lindbley
I Precision teaching is a new technique in special educatiort. Ogden R. l:,:,,,.ley shaped and deoeloped the ideo in response to the needs of exceptiortrti c1...'.dren as reported to him by the teachers ot' these special children. In this i:e.aiew, conducted by Dr. Duncan, Dr. Lindsley described the origins ot' precisic,-.
teaching, the difference between behaoior modification and precision tenchr:;
and the present and t'uture implications of precision teaching t'or special and reaular education, Ogden R. Lindsley is Professor ot' Education at the Llniaelsli,.r cKsnsas. He toas associated with the Kttnsas Center for Mental Retardatiort ,ti....
Huntan Deaelopntent tmd is noro at the School of Education, Lawrence, Krlris,;_..
Dr. lindsley, we've heard a great deal about
precision teaching, but we would like some
answers to some questions, like where did
precision teaching come from?

"First let me emphasize that precision teaching
came about because of children in special educarion classrooms. lf it had nol been for these
children communicating their needs to their

teachers and the teachers sharing ideas wilh us,
we could not have developed precision teaching

as beautifully.rnd quickly as we did.,,

tl First, Iet rne emphasize that precision teaching came about because of chrldren in special education classrooms. If it had not been for these students communicating their needs to their teachers and the teachers sharing ideas with us,
we could not have developed precision teaching as beautifully and quickly as
we did.
In 1965, here at the University of Kansas, we decided to see if collecting dailr'
frequency records of students' performance would be useful to classroom teachers. This idea of recording frequency of performance came from learning research.
Dr. B. F. Skinner was the person who developed frequency to measure behavior,
But Skinner's work was based on laboratory research, and we wanted to see if re-

cording daily frequency would be

of any help in monitoring

insrruction and

evaluating curriculum and teaching in special and regular classes.
So in 1965 r.r,e started having teachers record students' performances. Our
first problem was that it was too much work for most teachers to record 2/ 3, ot +
different daily frequencies on each child, especiaily if they had rz to 3o
students.

Then about 1958 many of our creative teachers began to involve the students
in recording. We found that this was the answer to our economic and time problems-having the students record their own behavior. Now our kindergarten
and first grade children are recording and charting their daily classroom performances on Standard Behavior Charts. These records of performance are turning out to be very useful in curriculum design, behavior change, and handling
ls precision teaching different from or the
same as behavior modification?

discipline problems.
The thing they have in common is that the first people to use both originall.v

were trained

in the same academic discipline-operant conditioning. This was

developed by Fred Skinner at Harvard and Fred Keiler at Columbia and some
of their associates and stucients.
The thing that makes them different is that behavior modification stesses the
change procedures that were originally used in laboratory operant conditioning.
Spring
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possible and involved the child in selecting his materials, you would probably
soon find the best curriculum for him. If you try three each day and separately
record his improvement on each, within z to 3 weeks (or in an exrreme case,
4
weeks), both the child and teacher can see which of the curricula he shows the
most improvement on and which one he should stay with to gain most educationally. Once you pick the best one, then choose a new curriculum as ,,insurance." You may find that it is even better. In this way every child can be working
on different curriculum materials at a different acceleration, and we can have
a constant record for the child and teacher that shows with which set of materials the student improved the most for that month.

Another built-in advantage is that precision teaching gives an ever ready, ongoing report system to the parents. In addition, if teachers share with parents
the techniques which succeed in the classroom, parents may be more willing to
share home techniques
Why is it important to chart daily frequencies

of classroom behaviors? Don't children
improve anyway?

with teachers.

There are hundreds of ways of improving a child's behavior; every child is
unique and different. The problem is not to discover a new universal teaching
method. I don't think one will ever be discovered. The problem is to use the excellent teaching methods we aiready have with the children that they will work
best with.

We discovered in our original work that to benefit from Skinner,s greatesr
discovery (the use of frequency as a measure of behavior), frequencies had to
be recorded in the classroom. Then we found that we had to make a standard
chart, because without guidance and structure daily charting was jusr too complicated and consumed too much time for most teachers. Most teachers and students made charts as unique as their personalities. When we tried to share those
charts in inservice training meetings, we spent all of our time trying to figure
out each others' chc rts.
When teachers made their own charts it took as long as z8 or 3o minutes for
a teacher to make her chart clear to the other 2tl or jo teachers. The Standard
Behavior Chart increases communication at least 10 times, since it onlv takes
2 to

I

rninLrtes to share a project.

AIso since equal percent gains get equal distance on the standard chart, you
can project the future course of behavior by drawing a suaight line through the
middle of the daily frequencies you've charted. The direction of this line shows
whether the frequency of perforrnance is increasing;, decreasing, or remaining
the same.

The six cycle design of the chart provides an adequate range of behavior. BeSprins
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will ultimately provide man with the most good and the most help by being
applied to his inner behaviors. It is one of the few ways ro chart and change

is essential lor crealive people to be allowed
make mistakes. Most creative people I have
known are different from all the people around

"lt
to

them,

Ior they don't know when to quit.

For

them every failure is a success/ because they then
know how not to Iail that way again."

inner behaviors.
Thus, some future strategies include using precision teaching to monitor srudents in open dynamic classrooms and letting them chart their own social interaction and self-concepts.
Another use would be to accelerare the ability of students in our regular
classrooms who are getting 90 to 1oo percent correct every day and are nowhere
close to their educational potential. With precision teaching charts we can show
that some students have been in school 4 years, received straight A's, and
are bored to tears. They have never shown any acceleration or improvement
on their charts, which means the school has taught them nothing. They have
simply performed at the top oi their class. Those students should be put on a
curriculum which could allow them to make a high frequency of errors. This
may sound strange because we as teachers are generally pleased when our students make few errors. The errors, however, would show that a student is challenged and working towards improvement. In addition, a special curriculum
could be selected for a child gifted in math but in nothing else. Then he could
stay in his regular school activities, but he could be working on college math
because his charts showed that was the only math that was challenging to him.
We can use these charts on daiiy classroom performance and improvement to
design curriculum packages. fach child could possibly have ro curricular choices.
They all could be recorded on the standard charts. No students would ever be
reading the same material each week; they would change to the curriculum a1ternative that they showed the most improvement on.
One problem will have to be solved to make this process work. We will
have to learn to trtat errors as learning opportunities, as a beautiful man named
Caleb Gattegno does. We wanr to constantly increase the difficulty of the material so that errors are present and can be used not as social stigmata but as opportunities to lesrn. The whole idea is to challenge the myth that children have
to be right most of the time, since this idea slows down the learning process
terribly. By taking the onus from errors we may find that children dare more
and try more.
It is essential for creative people to be allowed to make mistakes. Most creative

I have known are different from all the people around them, for they
don't know when to quit. For them every failure is a success, because they
people

then know how not to fail that way again.
ls there anything else you

would like to

add?

Yes. There's a

lot of confusion about precision teaching.

People thirr.k
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